Sustainability, Carbon Footprints and how we can help
The Solid Wood Flooring Company is part of the Ryder International Group, manufacturers and distributors of high quality
sustainable products for the construction industry. We specialise in architectural and designer products to help our clients win the
best contracts and provide the highest quality lighting and flooring solutions in the market today.
Help to reduce our carbon Emissions by GOING GREEN using our certified hardwood flooring and Sustainable Lighting Solutions

Some of our projects are shown below. We can supply and fit or supply only it is up to the client to choose.
Le Cordon Bleu used our EAZY FIT parquet flooring for their refurbishment at their new headquarters at 15 Bloomsbury Square
A new chapter begins for Le Cordon Bleu London in January 2012! The Video http://www.cordonbleu.edu/news/anewchaptervideo/en
After nearly fifty successful years at 114 Marylebone Lane, Le Cordon Bleu London is excited to announce its new International Flagship School of Culinary
Arts and UK Headquarters located in the heart of London at 15 Bloomsbury Square, WC1.

ABOUT LE CORDON BLEU: Le Cordon Bleu offers the most recognised and prestigious culinary training programmes in the world. Courses available at Le
Cordon Bleu range from certificates earned in just 11 weeks to the coveted Le Grand Diplôme, a 9 month programme in cuisine and pastry, considered the
passport to the culinary world.

Church of Transconfiguration Swiss Cottage London fitted out with our pre-manufactured parquet panels, visit and see for yourself

The Royal Albert Museum in Exeter was recently fully refurbished and used our Prime Engineered White Oak throughout the
display areas and stairs. This was factory finished with an industrial mat lacquer which creates the perfect ambience.

Our Prime Engineered Canadian Maple Flooring was fitted in a Hotels Dance Floor, this was a factory pre-finished floor and we
completed the installation in less than a week. No black streaks or knots and little colour variation

Private apartment in Bloomsbury using our unfinished 340mm wide engineered oak with Blanchon Oils to create the perfect white
floor. We now have a Fire Rated Pre-Finished lacquered white floor using the latest Bona factory finishes call 01666 504015

Private house in the Cotswolds where we used our unfinished 340mm
wide engineered oak and then finished it with Blanchon Environment
oil which keeps the natural unfinished look. We now have a rough
timber finish that does not alter the colour of the White Russian Oak
at all. For clean looking floors that are very light with few knots. Use
our engineered Russian FSC white oak, the best choice

Use nature’s solution for buildings, engineered hardwood floors are the best from managed forests to help reduce our carbon
footprint. However Bamboo is from the grass family and absorbs more carbon than any hardwood.

